
Report of Project for gypsy children at Kottur school (2016)

Background information 

Many gypsy children do get enrolled in schools but due to social, cultural
and language differences their adjustment in school is not smooth. They 
remain in their own groups, talk in their own language and remain 
indifferent to the teaching process. Used to a freer, independent and 
interesting life style they find it difficult to confine to classroom norms, 
routines and procedures. Some make an early exit while others absent 
themselves frequently. Over a period of time the learning levels of the 
gypsies and the books they are expected to handle in their classes do 
not match. They soon lose confidence and become drop outs. Out of 
school they join their parents in the profession of rag picking at an early 
age and the vicious cycle continues. 

Primary classes 

The project Manigal started on 15th July 2015 to address the above 
issues. The Kottur project is one of the outcomes of the work undertaken
at the Thiruvanmiyur project. The long experience in dealing with gypsy 
families gave necessary insights on what to expect from the gypsy 
families, the gypsy children and school systems and we did not have to 
begin all over again and struggle. This helped us to orient our teachers 
on how to face the many challenges they confronted in school situations.
The issues were many- coming late, not in uniform, untidy, conflicts 
between gypsies and others, running away in between school hours, 
language issue, behaviour problems and other prejudices. 
Understanding the special needs of gypsy children helped us to 
negotiate these issues tactfully and over a period children settled down.

The additional teachers  posted to give special attention to gypsy 
children, went around the colony canvassing with parents.  Children 
started trickling in slowly and a variety of creative learning material were 
used to engage the attention of the children.  As children participated in 
activity based learning - solving puzzles, arranging alphabets, matching 
words and pictures and numbers  and writing  in worksheets an initial 
assessment of the children was made. Once the children’s levels and 
abilities became clearer, learning concepts were introduced accordingly.



The challenge was to sustain their initial interest in schooling and keep 
the children engaged, so that they do not drop off again. We began right 
at the beginning with class 1 concepts- recognizing alphabets and words
in English and Tamil, reinforcing additions and subtractions for all the 
children. A bridge course approach was used to hasten the process of 
learning. Children of class 4 and 5 were able progress faster in activity 
based learning approaches. Towards the last quarter linkages were 
made to the text books. 

In the primary school, initially the project was allotted an unoccupied 
computer room till mid July. As the concerned teacher returned, the 
Project teachers and gypsy children moved to the corridor in the second 
floor.  With an almirah to store teaching and learning material, a 
blackboard, a pedestal fan and mats, a make shift classroom was 
created. Attendance improved and even after the Chennai floods 
children continued to show up. Normally in the last quarter, the gypsy 
children of the colony are seldom visible because of the thiruvizha 
preparations, but this time they showed up till the last date of school.  
Children no longer bunk school en mass on Fridays, though attendance 
is lower on that day. For the first time gypsy children even participated in 
the school annual function and were given prizes by the HM. 
Assessments carried out by the project and other outside agencies 
showed good progress of the gypsy children. 

Methodology used 

 Use of attractive child friendly teaching and learning material.. 
 Personal attention to children in small subgroups.
 Starting at the very beginning, from the level of the child and then 

building learning through a bridge course approach and then 
helping them to cope with textbooks. 

 Helping absentee children to pick up the thread from where they 

left.
 Focussing on what the child can do and gradually building up 

learning thereby building learner’s confidence.
 Friendly learning environment where children have more space 

and freedom to articulate their thoughts and ideas.
 Technology aided learning through laptop to make learning visual 

and interactive



 Allowing gypsy children to express themselves in their own 

language- Vaigiri - which made them participate in the learning 
process freely.

 Continuous evaluation and monitoring of learning levels of children

and adapting teaching to their levels.
 Regular follow up of absentee children in the colony.
 Rapport with parents and children and continuous feedback to 

parents

Support to the corporation school

The project has bought a projector and installed the same from the roof 
in one of the classrooms. This facility enables all the classes to use the 
projector. A screen had also been bought to project visuals. Educational 
software on English, math and  science concepts had  been installed in 
the school computer. Besides the gypsy children other teachers of the 
school use the projector in turns to teach concepts to primary children of 
the school.  

Middle and high school

In the middle and high school two part time teachers give special 
attention to gypsy children. Here too the children’s levels were low and 
they were not in a position to deal with their text books. The teachers 
had to go back to teaching primary concepts – addition -subtraction, 
multiplication, division, Tamil words, English alphabets and  words. A 
variety of colourful learning material was used to get them interested and
keep them focussed. Classes were held in the open auditorium or in the 
corridor. Children are making progress, but it is tough to get their full 
attention and cooperation at this stage. Because their levels are low, 
they are unable to participate in learning when they are inside the class 
with other children and are bored easily. The levels of high school 
children are somewhat better as they have spent a few years in school. 
The school teachers gave regular inputs to the project staff about the 
assignments, projects to be completed and they followed up on those. 
The school is also encouraging them in all ways to motivate them and 
sent a couple of children to art and science competitions where the 
children won prizes. This year the school decided to promote all the four 



children of class 9 to class 10 and this will be the first big batch 
attempting                      class 10 exams. 

Other volunteers

Besides the teachers, in the primary school, meenakshi, a volunteer 
living nearby helped in teaching the children. Usha Bhaskar, one of the 
volunteers offered to help in teaching the middle school children. 
Besides teaching she also took charge of purchases related to the 
project and delivery of the various materials to school.

Colony

On long holidays , the project attempted to engage children in learning to
prevent them joining work and to persuade drop out children. However 
these attempts were only successful partially. Lack of proper space in 
the colony was also a problem.   

Note on Flood Relief

During floods, the gypsy families in Kottur were affected badly.  Water 
entered many of the hutments. Some stayed in relief camps and others 
with relatives in other colonies. Even after water receded in many 
places, they lived amidst drainage water and slush in extremely 
unhygienic conditions for several days. The long holiday was a setback 
to the progress that the children were making in school. But soon they 
did come back and the setback was only temporary. The project helped 
the children with stationery supplies, inner garments, slippers, tooth 
brushes and towels which were soiled in flood waters. 

Outcomes at the end of year

 Improved attendance of gypsy children 
 Decline in drop out rate and better retention.
 Greater interest in schooling among gypsy children.
 Improvement of learning levels of children who are steadily 

catching up with other children of the school.
 Improved hygiene of children.
 Better ability to abide by school norms and rules.
 Greater cooperation of parents.



The gypsy colony in Kottur is surrounded by Tamil families and in several
lanes Tamil families live next to gypsy houses. So there is better 
integration and acceptance. When other children start for school, there is
a greater possibility of gypsy children starting for school on their own. 
Since middle and High school are in the same premises , there is 
possibility of children continuing beyond five if their learning levels in 
primary improve. The school has an LKG and it can play an important 
role by settling gypsy children early in school. 




